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Abstract

The application of games for behavioral change has seen a surge in popularity but evidence on the efficacy of these games is contradictory. Anecdotal findings seem to confirm their motivational value whereas most quantitative findings from randomized controlled trials (RCT) are negative or difficult to interpret. One cause for the contradictory evidence could be that the standard RCT validation methods are not sensitive to serious games’ effects. To be able to adapt validation methods to the properties of serious games we need a framework that can connect properties of serious game design to the factors that influence the quality of quantitative research outcomes. The Persuasive Game Design model [1] is particularly suitable for this aim as it encompasses the full circle from game design to behavioral change effects on the user. We therefore use this model to connect game design features, such as the gamification method and the intended transfer effect, to factors that determine the conclusion validity of an RCT. In this paper we will apply this model to develop guidelines for setting up validation methods for serious games. This way, we offer game designers and researchers handles on how to develop tailor-made validation methods.
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1. Introduction

Serious games: contradictio in terminis or treatment of the future? The answer depends on the type of evidence used. Ever since games keep teenagers locked to their game consoles, society has wondered whether these games have a lasting impact that reaches beyond entertainment. After an initial concern about potential negative effects of these games (e.g. [2]), society has turned towards potential positive behavioral change effects. As a result, so-called ‘serious games’ [3], (also referred to as ‘applied’ [4] or ‘persuasive’ [6]) have been developed for a seemingly unlimited variety of behavioral change purposes. Qualitative anecdotal evidence supports the idea that serious games can be useful in motivating patients for behavioral change (e.g. [7-11]). In contrast, quantitative evidence on games’ behavioral change effects, is scarce [12-14] relative to the number of studies performed. A recent meta-analysis found 54 quantitative validation studies that produced heterogeneous results and only few showed small overall effects on behavior [12]. Multiple factors may underlie the discrepancy between qualitative and quantitative evidence on serious games’ effects. One the one hand, subjective qualitative evaluations may be positively biased by the media hype around serious games beneficial effects. On the other hand, quantitative evaluation of serious games may have been flawed due to the lack of valid and appropriate evaluation tools. The development of appropriate scientific procedures and methods on a specific topic or field takes time and scientific methods may not have been fully adapted yet to the fast-paced developments in state-of-the-art game design. In this paper, we aim to facilitate the development of quantitative validation methods that are adapted to the properties of serious games. In doing so, we focus on the connection between games’ entertainment and serious effects. We do this for methodological and practical reasons. Games’ playful nature affects the tools with which we should evaluate their serious effects. Moreover, if we do not evaluate both the entertainment and serious aspects in relation to each other, users of serious games will have no solid arguments to choose a game-product over a traditional behavioral change program.
To facilitate the development of research methods that are adapted to the properties of serious game design, we connect the main concepts in a research and game-design framework and discuss how design factors affect the ideal set-up of validation research.

As a framework for serious game design we take the Persuasive Game Design (PGD) model [1]. The framework was developed based on existing theory of game design and game experience and has been applied to describe and understand persuasive game design activities at the Technical University Delft – see for instance [4]. The PGD model [1] (Figure 1.B) is especially helpful in this context because it encompasses the full circle of game design and effects on the user without committing to a single theory on how games can invoke behavioral change. The model defines persuasive games as “games that invoke a game-world experience in the user to facilitate a behavioral change in the ‘real’ world”. In this sense, persuasive games overlap with most serious games although they can also be considered a subclass of serious games [6].

The PGD model focuses on four central concepts. The first concept is the ‘real-world’ context and subsequent user experience in which the game is applied. The second is the gamification (design) process in which game-elements are designed onto this real-world context to transport [15] the user towards a ‘game-world’ experience. It should be noted that the game-world and real-world experiences are two ends of an experience dimension that are almost never exclusively reached. The third concept is the game-world experience of the user with its protective and motivational qualities [16-18]. The final and fourth concept is the effect of the game-world experience on the user’s real-world behavior, which is called the transfer effect (Figure 1.A). A paper describing an empirical validation of the model in terms of user experiential categories of game versus real world and in the transporting effect of gamification is currently in preparation.

As a research framework we take the randomized controlled trial (RCT; Figure 1.B) which is a generally held golden standard in validation research [19-22] since this method is best suited to assess the causal relation between product and effect. In essence, the RCT is designed to statistically prove that a between-groups difference on an outcome measure or dependent variable (e.g. smoking abstinence) is larger than a coincidental difference and can therefore be attributed to the independent variable (i.e. product use). The RCT therefore generally includes two ‘conditions’: an experimental condition in which the independent variable (product use) is present and a control condition that does not contain the independent variable (in which the product isn’t used). Large numbers of participants are assigned randomly to these two conditions, minimizing the influence of individual differences on the group’s average outcome measurement. Participants are typically compared at two time-points: before product use and after (Figure 1.A). Finding that the measurements in the two groups were equal before product use, but different after one group had used the product would indicate that the product was effective in achieving change.

As we will discuss in the following paragraphs, the gamification and game-world experience determine control condition design, whereas the transfer effect and real-world context determine the measurement of dependent and mediating variables (Figure 1). In both aspects the RCT needs to be adapted to the properties of serious games. First, a basic assumption of the RCT is that the variables studied (e.g. game use and nicotine abstinence) can be isolated from their context [23], such that a proper control condition can be developed. Play however is intertwined with the users’ real-world context and difficult to control for. What is a game to one may be an annoying task to another: the designer can never know a priori what experiences he invokes in different users. The development of a control condition will thus require advanced methods in the development of placebo games and measurement of play experiences to check for an actual difference between the experimental and control condition. Second, the standard RCT tends to compare users at discrete moments in time. Change, in contrast, evolves dynamically over time and doesn’t occur in a vacuum [24,25]. Therefore validation of serious games for behavioral change will require a more fine-grained temporal analysis.
2. **Gamification and game-world experience: Control condition design**

The RCT’s ability to provide information about a causal relationship between an independent and dependent variable depends on the formation of a proper control condition. Without a control condition, we cannot know whether an observed effect is due to the independent variables or to circumstantial factors (e.g. a newly installed smoking ban or user-expectations). Ideally, the control condition should be equal to the experimental condition in all aspects except the independent variable. Specification of the context of use, such as the importance of teacher involvement [26] helps in deciding on the population and place where a product should be tested. Yet what exactly is this independent variable in serious game research? The independent variable is not necessarily the full product. For medical drugs the active content of pharmacological ingredients is independent of the user’s perception of a drug’s capsule. Therefore a placebo drug can be developed whose appearance raises the same user experiences and expectations. For psychological therapies the form (e.g. conversation) and active ingredient (e.g. cognitive behavioral therapy) are both experience-based. Serious game products are somewhere in between medicine and therapy as they are physical products that derive their efficacy from the experiential and behavioral effects on the user (Figure 2). As their physical or digital nature may allow the researcher and designer to separate form and active content for the development of a control condition, it is useful to distinguish between the two. We name the active content, or the part of the game that the designers hold responsible for the transfer effect, the change catalyst. When designing the change catalyst, the designer may focus on different levels of a physical-experiential dimension. A popular division on this dimension in game theory is a hierarchical mechanics, dynamics, aesthetics (MDA) division of games in three levels: mechanics (the game rules), dynamics (interaction with the game rules) and aesthetics (the experiences that follow from the dynamics) [27]. Researchers of serious games have generally used a different two-level division of serious games: game elements (also called ‘motivational affordances’ [12], which are a combination of the game mechanics and dynamics or play behavior) and game [play] experiences that follow from the game elements [28-30]. In addition to game elements, serious games also contain serious elements that are drawn from the real-world context that the game is designed onto (for instance therapeutic information).
Figure 2. In addition to inducing a transformation from a ‘real’ to a game world experience (Figure 1.A) games consist of different levels: the physical product induces user-behavior, eventually resulting in experiences that can be transformed to a game-world experience.

2.1 Player experiences as change catalyst

When the change catalyst is designed as the full game experience that follows from the combination of serious and game elements, researchers will have to borrow from psychology in forming a control condition. In the validation of psychological therapies three types of control conditions have been frequently used: 1) a ‘waiting list control condition’ in which the control condition receives no treatment until the measurements have been finished, 2) a ‘treatment as usual’ (TAU) control condition in which regular treatment is offered and 3) a placebo control condition in which an intervention that is expected to have no effect is offered. The waiting-list control condition does not control for the social interaction provided by therapist or researcher and is therefore especially appropriate for single-player digital games that are designed to play at home. Moreover there are ethical concerns in letting one group of patients wait for treatment. The ‘treatment as usual’ control condition, in contrast, does control for social interaction with a therapist and researcher and is a better fit for games that include social interaction or that are designed to be played under supervision of a professional. The main advantage of TAU paradigms is that conclusions can be drawn on the effectiveness of serious games relative to other forms of intervention. For example, in the validation studies of a game for adherence to asthma medication [31], a game to prevent coercion in adolescent sexual relationship [26] and a game to support diabetes treatment [32], special folders were developed that conveyed the same health information as the investigated games. These studies showed a clear benefit of using a serious game rather than a illustrated text medium. An additional advantage of using a ‘treatment as usual’ procedure is that users do not have to ‘waste’ time on a control condition that is designed to have no effect [23,31].

The final option of using a placebo-intervention that is expected to have no effect has been translated in game research in the use of ‘off-the-shelf’ entertainment games as ‘placebo’ games. For instance, in the validation study of Re-Mission, use of a serious first-person shooter game (Re-Mission) that was intended to increase adherence to cancer medication was compared to use of an entertainment first-person shooter game that had no intended behavioral change effects [33]. A similar procedure was followed in the validation of ‘Packy and Marlon’, a game designed to increase adherence to diabetes treatment. In this study, use of the game was compared to use of an entertainment ‘pin ball’ game [32]. We appreciate the intention to control for game experiences that are not directed at behavioral change, but argue that the field of game research is too young to label certain games as having no effect. Entertainment games have been found to have unintended effects on the user – both negative and positive [14,34,35]. The use of a placebo control condition is more feasible for game designs in which the change catalyst is designed onto a specific combination of game- and serious elements as we discuss below.

2.2 Elements as change catalyst – the modular approach

When a more modular approach is taken in which a specific combination of serious- and game elements is considered the change catalyst, a ‘placebo’ game can be designed that is used in the control condition. Such a placebo game is equal to the investigated serious game in all but the change catalyst, for instance by containing the same role-playing mechanics and graphic design but without rewarding self-reports of nicotine abstinence. This way we can investigate the efficacy of a specific game element (rewards for reports of nicotine abstinence) and derive information on whether we should use this game element in future serious
games. Cole and colleagues [36] for instance, investigated the effect of interactivity on positive change in attitudes towards cancer medication. This study compared play of the serious game ReMission [33] with passive viewing of a recorded session of typical game play and provided support for the idea that interactivity contributes to serious games’ behavioral change effects. However, comparison with a placebo game does not provide information on efficacy relative to other types of treatment. Moreover, the development of a control condition (placebo game) often requires the development of a product whose function is confined to the testing procedure. For the validation of the brain-training game Neuroracer, for instance, a ‘placebo’ game was developed that was identical to the tested game but did not involve the multi-tasking element that was held crucial for achieving the intended benefits in cognitive control [37]. On a more fundamental note, it is questionable whether it is possible to keep everything but the game-elements equal between the investigated and control product. Game experiences are determined by the interplay of game elements (mechanics & dynamics [27] and treating game elements as separate adjustable elements may imply a denial of the players’ freedom in the interaction with the game mechanics.

2.3. Conclusion

Serious games are complex products that achieve their effects through behavioral and experiential effects on the user. Because only a subset of the product may be aimed at invoking behavioral change, we have termed this part the change catalyst. The change catalyst is the independent variable and thereby the object of validation. The design of the change catalyst determines the type of control condition that should be formed in validation research. If the change catalyst is designed on an experiential level, control conditions that are common in validation of psychological therapies can be used: the waiting-list or the ‘treatment as usual’ control condition. We would advocate against the use of an off-the-shelf entertainment game as a control condition: entertainment games have been found to have unintended effects on the user [14,34,35]. When the change-catalyst is designed onto a behavioral level of game- and serious-elements, the development of a placebo game that is equal in all but the change catalyst is the most valuable option. For instance when a game is intended to increase therapy adherence by means of rewarding adherence to therapeutic assignments (e.g. diary registrations), with the game narrative and visual elements being unrelated to therapy adherence. In this case, a placebo game can be developed that is equal to the investigated game in all aspects but the change catalyst. Doing so requires extra time and budget but does generate generic knowledge on how game elements contribute to behavioral change. This generic knowledge can be used for the improvement of future game designs. However, if we want to know whether a particular game product is more effective than an existing therapy a treatment-as-usual control condition will have to be used.

3. Transfer effect: Measurement of mediating and dependent variables

The ultimate goal of a serious games’ validation trial is to demonstrate the behavioral change effect on the user. In validation terminology: we are looking for the product’s effect on the dependent variable (Figure 1.B). If there were no limits to the measurements that could be taken and these measurements would perfectly reflect the underlying variable (validity), add no variability (reliability), and have infinite resolution, any existing effect could be observed. Reality is fuzzier however: some variables can be measured only indirectly, causing validity problems, some variables are protected by user privacy, causing access problems, and for other variables we may not yet have developed proper measurement tools. The quality of the dependent variable’s measurements determines the effect size that can be observed in a validation trial. Invalid measurements are problematic because they threaten the objectivity of a validation trial. Unreliable measurements make it difficult to determine whether an effect was found by chance (due to the natural variation) or due to an effect of product use. Poor precision, finally, renders us blind to small effects. Naturally, the quality of measurements is determined by the type of variable measured and the available measurement tools. The type of measurements and moments at which they are conducted are determined by the design of the transfer effect. In the following paragraphs we discuss how the level and timing of change affect the quality and methods by which change can be measured.
3.1 The level of change affects the availability of measurement tools

Serious games can aim to impact the user on different levels of functioning [13]. Even when the overarching aim is a change in the user’s real-world behavior (e.g. not smoking), the developers of a serious game can chose to lay the health claim on a different level of functioning than the eventual target behavior. In a first draft of the Persuasive Game Design model, borrowing from persuasive technology literature, we made a distinction between the effect on attitudes, behavior or compliance [1]. To ground the model firmer into the variety of behavioral change theories, we propose to adjust it into a division of impact on the users’ cognition, behavior and real-world context. Cognitions include attitudes, knowledge and outcome expectancies that have been frequently pinpointed as important determinants of human behavior [38-41]. The behavior category encompasses all forms of user behavior, without distinguishing between self-determined and compliance behavior [42]. The final, ‘context’ category accommodates all forms of primary impact that do not occur on the user himself but on his real-world context, for instance by reducing barriers or norms for performing a behavior [39,41] or by influencing the user’s social circle [40,43]. Below we discuss the measurement tools that exist for the different levels of impact.

First, a serious game may be designed to evoke behavioral change by impacting the cognitive level of attitudes, associations, knowledge and beliefs. This may seem attractive: during game-play, the design may immediately impact the users’ mental world whereas accessing the users real-world behavior involves an extra step (Figure 3). However, as cognitions reside in the users’ mind, we can only access them indirectly. Either by the users’ ability to report on his mental states (introspection) or by performing cognitive tests. Introspective measurement tools derive their quality from repeated use, by which it can be demonstrated that different items consistently measure the same concept and are hence valid and reliable. If a game impacts the user on a cognitive level it is therefore important to assess whether validated measurement tools exist for this specific variable [12].

A second level at which a serious game can aim to affect the user is by directly impacting his real-world behavior. For instance compliance to a medication schedule [32,33,44], reduced sexual risk taking [45,46] or emotion recognition [47]. Behavior seems easier to measure because it can be observed directly: especially for digital games, the tools to gather behavioral data from sensors are virtually unlimited. Difficulties arise however in the capturing of change beyond the episode of game play. Because we cannot see the full context in which data were recorded, measurement errors are difficult to interpret. Moreover, it isn’t always possible to predict when a behavior will occur (think for instance about sexual risk taking in contrast with buying cigarettes in a cigarette shop) and when measurements should be taken. Validation research is therefore facilitated by designs that impact the user’s behavior at a pre-defined time and place, allowing the researcher to limit pervasiveness of measurements. An example of such a pre-defined behavior is compliance to doctor’s visits [32] or completing therapy assignments [48]. In addition, measurements
may be difficult to interpret because we cannot see the full context in which data were recorded. A measurement tool with greater sensitivity to contextual information than sensor data is letting the user complete diary reports [19,50]. However, even though digital reminders allow reports to be completed relatively close to the actual behavior, which reduces event fading in the user’s memory [51], diary reports generally do have lower resolution and precision than sensory data and rely on introspection, which may cause validity problems. A final, indirect, type of behavioral measurements that we consider is the assessment of a physical reflection of the user’s behavior. For instance blood levels of a drug that the user is supposed to take [33] or body weight as a reflection of dietary habits [19].

An advantage of these types of measurements is that they can provide relatively precise information about behavior that is difficult to capture in sensor data (for instance medication ingestion). A nice example of how such a physical reflection of behavior can be more reliable than introspective reports is provided by the validation study of the game Re-Mission. Kato et al. [33] found that self-reports of medication adherence did not differ between the control and experimental group whereas blood levels of the prescribed cancer medication were higher in the experimental compared to the control group.

A third type of impact a serious game can aim for is an impact on the user’s interaction with his social context, for instance by strengthening interactions between the user and therapist [50]. Using games to affect the user’s social circle may take optimal advantage of games’ natural quality in strengthening social relations [17], but it adds an overwhelming complexity to the research table. First of all, finding enough participants can already be a difficult task when single users are tested, when aiming to measure an effect on the user’s social circle these individuals will have to be recruited as well. Moreover as players are influenced by a combination of co-player behavior and game mechanics, their experiences will be much more varied compared to when all players respond to the game mechanics only. To reduce such complexity issues, games that affect the user’s social context are probably best researched in clinical settings where social contexts are well defined and users can be studied together.

In short, the validity, reliability, precision and accessibility of measurement tools determine the size of an effect we are able to detect in a validation trial. Different types of measurement tools exist for cognitive versus behavioral levels of impact and these measurement tools bring their own challenges and opportunities that we have sketched above. When designing the level of impact (cognitive, behavioral, contextual) for a to-be-validated game, we would recommend the use of a measurement checklist: the smaller the expected effect, the more quality ticks one should be able to set for available measurement tools.

### 3.2 The process of change / the moment of measurement

The traditional RCT compares an average user at two discrete moments in time: before and after product use (Figure 1.A). The reason for assessing an effect at these pre-defined moments is that this prevents the researcher from using natural variation to ‘fish’ for a chance effect. When assessing a serious game’s effects, however, multiple moments in time may be important because change is invoked in steps (Figure 3) and may unfold over time. In this paragraph we discuss how unfolding change may be captured in an RCT.

Serious games aim to invoke a behavioral change beyond the episode of game play. To be able to evoke this change, the game world needs to connect with the variables that determine the user’s behavior in the real world, a moment within the episode of game play that we call the ‘point of impact’ (Figure 3). For instance an attitude that has been affected by role-playing [46] or neural mechanisms that have been strengthened during game play [36,37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37]. The intended transfer effect often lies far from this moment, think for instance about a change in sexual risk taking behavior as a result of changed attitudes strengthened during game play [37].
medication immediately following game play whereas there was no statistical evidence for a relation with attitudes towards cancer medication one month later. Thus, although the serious effect dissolved over time, there was a significant effect immediately following gameplay which provides fundamentally different information on the game’s efficacy than if the game’s effects would have only been measured 1 month following gameplay.

A second problem in capturing change is that change is a dynamic process that may take time and can take many shapes [25]. Hence, change may be maximal long after it was first evoked by the game. On the other hand, because users each have their own unique set of cognitions, habits and context that mediate the change process, the shape of change will also increasingly differ between individual users. Therefore the reliability of the causal connection between gameplay and behavioral change decreases with the timespan between play and measurement of behavioral change. Measuring change at a single moment therefore involves a significant risk of drawing conclusions that do not properly reflect the eventual product-use effect on the user. To get a better picture of the shape of change, multiple measurements should be taken [25]. The advantage of studying the shape of change for serious game research is that the benefits of play may be better captured then when a change in a variable interest is captured at a single moment in time. Kato et al. [33] for instance, showed that medication-adherence benefits of serious game play increased with time. When the change in the data points is expected to be linear, the repeated measurements can be analyzed in a repeated measures analysis of variance as in [33]. When change is expected to have a more complex shape, studying the shape of change requires pre-processing of the repeated measures before differences between the experimental and control condition can be tested in analysis of variance. Regression analysis can be used when change is expected to smoothly unfold with time. This is done by fitting a mathematical model of change to the data that have been observed, for instance a linear model if the user is expected to step-by-step acquire self-control skills in controlling a smoking habit. The type of model fit is preferably determined by predictions on how behavioral change will unfold. Unless the transfer effect is designed based on known behavioral change principles, this will generally be difficult. Moreover, those looking for examples of how change may evolve will soon recognize that change is not always best characterized by a smooth curve. Developing minds, like all complex systems, are characterized by nonlinear interactions among system components, phases of sensitivity to and insensitivity to external influences and rapid transitions between states [51]. Change can be triggered by a sudden event and just as suddenly be undone by another event. One may for instance quit smoking upon confrontation with a tarred lung and relapse due to sudden work-stress. When dealing with such erratic changes, a dynamic systems approach can be more effective [25]. Such an approach studies how behavior moves through different states being attracted and repelled by behavioral determinants [24,51]. Rather than fitting a curve through a time-series of measurements, the dynamic systems approach classifies behavior onto a state-space-grid with ordinal behavioral determinants plotted on the axes. Once behavior has been plotted into the state-space grid, the researcher can quantify how behavior moves through different states, for instance taking the number of transitions between cells on the grid as a measure of flexibility [24]. An advantage of this approach is that it cuts a middle path between the mathematical and descriptive approaches remaining descriptively ‘real’ yet quantitatively faithful to dynamic systems principles [52].

4. Future Directions: into the black box of gameplay

In this paper we have described how game design features, such as the gamification method and intended transfer effect, determine the challenges and opportunities that arise when performing validation research. To facilitate tailoring of validation protocols to game designs, we have developed a vocabulary by which game design and research factors can be connected. The change catalyst is the part of the design to which the transfer effect is attributed and is the object of validation. The scope and level of the change catalyst determine the control condition that should be formed in validation research. The point of impact is the first contact between the user’s game-world and real-world and is a mediating variable in validation research. The transfer effect, finally, determines the independent variable that should be compared on the pre- and post-measurements.

The RCT is the procedure that is best suited for providing information on a product’s causal effect on the user and is therefore a preferred method of choice in validation research [19–22]. However, the basic RCT is also limited in providing information about individual users and in uncovering experiential effects. The RCT studies an average user to isolate the product-induced effect from an effect that was induced by circumstantial or chance factors [23] but in serious game research, the average user may not reflect the...
underlying population. The designer can manipulate the game mechanics, but the user is free to use them and let play experiences evolve. People interact with game-like systems in different ways and for different reasons [12]. As a result, users have different experiences, develop at their own rates and may be affected differently by the game. So should the RCT’s rigid protocol be dismissed in serious game research to do justice to the individual users, and should perhaps a more qualitative approach be taken? Because the foundation of validation research is a demand for evidence on causality that cannot be met without the RCT [23], we propose that the RCT shouldn’t be dismissed and instead tools should be developed to assess additional game-world experiences, taking advantage of digital games’ potential for recording fine-grained data on player behavior [53]. By opening the black box of game play, users may become more predictable then if they were studied only before and after game play. Moreover, by adapting game mechanics to player behavior, games can be designed that induce more homogenous game experiences for different users. Assessing the duration and intensity of contact with the change catalyst (exposure) facilitates interpretation of this variance and an RCT’s outcomes. First, even when on average a game didn’t cause the intended behavioral change effect, it may still be demonstrated that it did achieve the intended change effect for those users that experienced the intended game-world experiences. This information can be used in decision-making on the application of serious games as well as for the development of future design recommendations and iterative game design aiming to expose a maximal number of users to the change catalyst. Second, by assessing the relation between exposure to the change catalyst and behavioral change, for instance in mediation analysis, general conclusions may be drawn on the efficacy of certain play experiences in facilitating change. Assessing play-experiences properly will require work on the development of proper assessment tools [13]. Whereas psychology has a long tradition of developing tools for the assessment of cognitive variables such as attitudes and memories, relatively few validated tools exist for the assessment of play-specific experiences [54] such as exploration, discovery, competition, immersion, fantasy and sensation [29]. Some recent questionnaires have been developed that capture game experiences such as enjoyment [55], immersion [56] and engagement [57]. These questionnaires have been used in few studies however and need further evidence to proof their validity, to fine-tune them and to allow standardization of test-scores. Moreover, measurements of user experience are usually limited in temporal resolution: a player cannot be expected to continuously rate his experiences and play as he would otherwise. Temporal resolution is important however because individual users may differ in the timing and duration of exposure to the change catalyst, with different behavioral change effects as a result. Since questionnaires are limited in temporal resolution, a promising direction in game-research studies how fine-grained behavioral and psychophysiological measures of play such as physical movement [58], player performance [59], reinforced actions [60] and EEG or EMG [61] relate to playful experiences such as engagement, frustration [60], self-efficacy [59] and positive affect [60]. Incorporating in-game assessments takes us away from the predominant, classic form of assessment compromised by questionnaires, questions and answers and that usually interrupts and negatively affects the learning process [53]. Designing proper in-game assessment that does not interfere with game experience and can be related to the outcome of behavioral change measurement, is a challenge that requires collaboration between designer and researcher [52]. Online (formative [52]) measurement of game-play experiences allows validation research to take behavioral markers for the moment at which playful experiences are expected to have occurred. This information can subsequently be used to supplement information on a game’s general behavioral change effects and to improve game design. Validation research isn’t necessarily the end of game design: it may serve as input for subsequent design iterations. In the validation study of brain-training game Neuroracer, for instance, task difficulty was adapted to measurements of initial player behavior, allowing for a fairer comparison across players of different skill and age [37].

Finally, would it be enough for a validation study of a serious game to demonstrate only the game’s entertainment effects? As serious games, by definition, are intended to change the serious by the playful, a serious game cannot be validated by demonstrating the entertainment effects without the serious effects. However, studying the entertainment value of games is an interesting field of study on its own.

5. Conclusion

The RCT procedures that have been applied in most validation studies of serious games are not optimally suited to measure the full experiential and behavioral potential of serious games. To demonstrate a game’s relative effectiveness compared to other forms of treatment, a ‘treatment-as-usual’ control condition should be used. However to better demonstrate that serious games can have added value because they are games, advances can be made in the development of true ‘placebo’ games rather than using entertainment games.
as a control condition. The quality of data on the transfer effect and thereby the sensitivity to small effects can be enhanced by recording time-series rather than single time-points. The interpretation of results, finally, can be improved by measuring change catalyst exposure focusing on additional measurements such as play behavior and experience questionnaires. Challenges for designers will reside in the implementation of online assessment tools that do not interfere with play experiences [52] and challenges for researchers will lie in temporal analysis of fine-grained data on play behavior and serious effects as well as in the linkage of experiential, behavioral and psychophysiological data to play experiences. By facing these challenges, a better understanding can be developed of the added value of using play for serious goals. When the results of the proposed combination of measurements converge, they will be valuable for game designers to improve future serious game designs, for healthcare institutions as they make better-informed decisions on where and when to implement a serious game, and finally for end-users that benefit from more effective products and information on their effects.
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